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Abstract. 

In the oblique photon expansion, the collinear part of photon emission is 

summed up to all orders in perturbation theory. The number of oblique or 

non-collinear photons is the expansion order. Unlike in perturbation theory, 

every term of the expansion is both infrared f in i te and gauge invariant. The 

zero oblique photon contr ibut ion to the electromagnetic structure tensor in 

QED is computed in deta i i . The behaviors of the structure functions F l and F2 

are discussed in the soft and ultra-soft l imi ts . 

• V 
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1. Introduction. 

In recent years, structure functions have-been a major subject o i interest 

both experimentally and theoretical ly . Although there is a general consensus 

that QCD is the basic theory for describing strong interactions, much has to be 

done to exploit and put on a f i rm basis the predict ive power of this theory. The 

major obstacle toward this goal is the nonperturbative nature of gauge theories, 

which manifests i tself in severe infrared divergences when analyzed in perturba

t ion series. However, beginning wi th Bjorken scaling and Feynman partons 

model , and later using asymptotic freedom , many qual i tat ively successful 

approaches have been developed to predict the short distance behaviour of 

structure functions. Among these methods, the moment analysis , using the 
7 7-8 

Wilson product expansion , the Al tarel l i -Par is i evolution equations and the 
9-11 leading-log summation appear to be equivalent. In these approches, the i t 

higher order corrections to the leading contributions are not unambiguously 

defined and also the ef fects of neglecting higher twist terms are not under 

cont ro l . 

The present paper is a starting point for a general program, the "oblique 

photon expansion", which we propose as a substitute for QED perturbation 

expansion. The oblique photon expansion has been presented in a previous 
12 paper and applied to radiat ive corrections to charged lepton scatter ing. Let 

us quote what has been achieved in that work. 

a) The approach is rigorous in the sense that the oblique photon 

expansion is nothing but a rearranged form of the QED perturbation series. 

b) The theory does not involve any cutoff on photon energy, nor any 

form of infrared reguiar izat ion. 

c) A l l infrared divergences are cancelled out 

d) We have a nice physical picture which discribes the various terms of 

the expansion : coll inear photons are summed up to al l orders in perturbation 

theory while the number of oblique or non-collinear photons defines the 

expansion order. 
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The theory predicted large nonperturbative effects in charged lepton 

scattering when stopping the computation at the one oblique photon term. This 

prediction was ruled out by an especially designed experiment by the EMC 

group . However, the negative result of this experiment stimulated more work 

on the obl ique photon expansion, espec ia l ly w i t h D. Yenme . We then 

discovered that the two large size of the predicted effects arises f rom 

neglecting of recoil ef fects when hard collinear photons are emi t ted. This 

weakness in the previous expansion is closely related to the lack of property 

( e ) : 

e) Every term in the oblique expansion is gauge invariant. 

Luckily enough, we succeded in preserving the physically appealing 

approach of the oblique photon expansion : af ter a minor modif icat ion, the 

modif ied oblique expansion, presented in this paper, satisfies properties (a) - (3} 

and also property (e). Thus gauge invariance is now true for every term in the 

oblique photon expansion, without a need to neglect the lepton mass. According

ly, I have modified the radiative corrections program and demonstrated the 

disappearance of the spurious too large rad ia t i ve co r rec t i ons t e r m s . 

An oblique photon expansion is not yet available for v i r tual photon 

radiative corrections. Meanwhile, fol lowing a previous work , I factor out the 

function involving the exponentiated infrared divergence for all the vert ices. 

The infrared f in i te remainder involves, in lowest order, a trace over tree 

graphs. For completeness, 1 have included the next order in v i r tual radiat ive 

corrections for the zero oblique photon term which arises f rom the electr ic and 

magnetic moment form factors. 

The structure tensor discussed in this paper is l imi ted to one fermion 

loop. Higher orders in the loop expansion involve in a crucial way the oblique 

expansion of v i r tual radiative corrections, a subject in progress but beyond the 

scope of this paper. 
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In section 2., we derive the oblique photon expansion of the charged 

lepton structure tensor, start ing from perturbation theory. A comparison of this 

equation w i th our result shows that the collinear photons are taken care of 

through a spectral operator. This operator is the product of the spectral 

function introduced long ago and a shift operator in the lepton tensors which 

guarantees gauge invariance of every oblique photon term. The shift of the 

lepton momentta, due to collinear radiation, appears for the f i rs t t ime in this 

parper. The physical picture which emerges is the following : the collinear 

photons contributions are included to all orders in perturbation theory through 

the spectral operator. Unlike soft photons, whose definit ion is cut-of f depen

dent, collinear photons are Lorentz covariant and exhaust all the real infrared 

divergences encountered in perturbation theory. Oblique photons, whose spec

t rum behaves asQCc for smalluj jare treated one at a t ime. For a not too small 

Bjorken variable x „ we expect, on kinematical grounds, that the zero oblique 

contribution is dominant. 

Section 3. is devoted to the expl ici t computation and discussion of the 

zero oblique photon te rm, taking into account the lepton mass. The magnitude 

of the variable (>-x„) Q'/m2 defines two regimes : the soft and ul t ra-sof t 

l imi ts , corresponding to kinematics where this variable is large or small as 

compared to 1, respectively. The corresponding structure functions are given in 

eqs. (3.*4) -(3.45) and (3.5*). 

In the appendix, we have computed a phase space integral over the f inal 

fermion momentum which appears in every term of the oblique expansion. 
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2. Oblique photon expansion. 

In standard perturbat ion theory, the charged lepton s t ruc ture 

tensor W ' (ji-fÙ including real and virtual photon radiative corrections to all 

orders in perturbation theory can be written in the form (we shall ignore 

throughout lepton pair production and fermion loops) 

Jkvnt- i i ' I ( 2 < l a ) 

where 

(2.1b) 

Here p and p' are the on-shell lepton incoming and outgoing momenta, q the 

momentum carried by the electromagnetic current and m the lepton mass. For 

later convenience, the lepton trace tensor Î nM corresponding to n real photons 

emission (see Fig. 1) incorporates the phase space factor 

where is the lepton charge and fti the momentum of an 

emitted photon. These tensors are of course symétrie in their J R i J arguments. 

The photon mass regula tor - ^ is a reminder of the infrared divergence of the 

individual term in Eq. (2.1). It is well known, however, that is infrared 

finite since the ^ dependence cancels between real and virtual photon 

contr ibut ions. The zero real photon t race lepton tensor is given by 

(2.2) 
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(2.13) 

Here 'Kg. ( r e 5 P - pa.) ' s t n e e x t e r n a ' momentum of the fermion half- l ine wi th 

respect to the insertion of q which "emits" (resp. "absorbs"! the photon, whose 

momentum is k. The ope ra to rbac t i ng on 6 is def ined as f o l l ows : 

1 ' ; LJ cfrMjif 
(2.14a) 

I T * 

(2.1<>b) 

^ J 2<r TL %r J ( 2 .RC) 

where r = « % and c h l is the di f ferent ia l solid angle of the vector k. The 

infrared cut-of f s ̂ fm. andîT^, w i l l be soon expressed in terms of the photon mass 

regulator^ and can be set equal to zero after the rearrangement is completed. 

The definit ion introduced by f ;. (2.14) di f fers f rom eq. (2.46) of ref . 12 by the 

pesence of the operators exp(—CT-t.2 ) resp. exp(T'- t ,3 ) which shift the f i rs t , 

(resp. the second argument) of according to : 

e--^\^(L/ u ^ , ̂ JXrpL-d,L> if fa)l,M 
J (2.15a) 

<T>£.V O Ç? 

^r:(L/,^Kx)=r^L^a^A.4~) 
(2.15b) 
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Here and in what follows L and L1 are lightlike momenta proportional to 1 and 
I' respectively. As remarqued in Ref. 14 the effect of shifting the momenta by 
the exact amount of collinear photon emission, 4< -<T£ or k -<r'l , takes care of 
the "recoil" in the basic process. This will also insure a term by term gauge 
invariance. 

Let us now discuss in some detail the effect of shifting the first two 
arguments of to the values 

We have then 

(2.17) 
and equation (2.9) implies : 

rm-^nrC- y**--oip»-
(2.18) 

The corresponding fa/ tensors are evaluated at the following values : %r 

A-h* 1- *> 
Equation (2.19) implies : 

f i . - r > — ->- j _ 

and thus we check that 

(2.19a) 

(2.19b) 

(2.20) 

(2.21) 
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which expresses that the variable r is unchanged. Let us note that the 
substitutions defined by Eqs. (2.17) or (2.19) imply the evaluation of the trace 
lepton tensor at unphysical values of the lepton. mass. However, this evaluation 
is unambiguous and follows from the uniform reseating of the mass-shell 
conditions ~&,—%.' —J<\ implied by Eq. (2.20). 

We return now to the rearrangement of the perturbation series. When the 
decomposition defined by Eq. (2.11) is effected for photon n, we get with an 
improper but obvious notation 

+ ^£(^VK R v. .W^ 
(2.22) 

12 "V 
The second term of this equation is computed using Ward identities for the 
right and left part graph of Fig. 1. For general L and L' momenta we get : 

(2.23) 

where the operator Cxxajtv ) is given by : 

(3.TLV (2.2*) 

/•>•) 

Using Eq. (2.1*) and effecting the angular integrations we get : 

(2.25) 
where 
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(2.26b) 

Using Eq. (2.25), Eq. (2.23) may be written expllf.itely as 

•+ 

(2.27) 

Writting L = I, L' = 1', multiplying both sides of the resulting equation by the 
energy momentum conservation à fucntion which appears in Eq. (2.1b) and 
taking into account Eq. (2.7) we obtain : 

+ • - -, r-

(2.2S) 
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Since the trace lepton tensors, evaluated at I, <- such that t = *• -r 0 (or at p, 

"p1 such that 3% r'ÎL'rSi'*) are gauge invariant, 

yXZHï) »-, >K> «-^ sty"'-! M = ̂  
(2.29) 

we see that both terms of the r.h.s of Eq (2.28) are gauge invar iant . 

Consequently, the separation in Eq. (2.22) into an oblique and a collmear part is 

also gauge invariant. Taking into account Eq. (2.28) we can write Eqs. (2.22).-

(2.23) in the form : 

' J ' J (2.30) 

where the "q-dependent" iepton tensors are defined by the equation : 

<Z?:(L,L>. f,*.,-*!^ KX)^ ^ U / » ; ^ W « 
(2.31) 

We can now repeat all the steps leading to the rear rangement 

procedure by replacing C<If fc) by tklcflf] . In the process of reducing one or 

more photons into collinear and oblique contritutions, we have to deal with 

amplitudes (left and right hand parts of the graph of Fig. 1) and consequently 

with lepton tensors evaluated at momenta "p and "p1 generally different from p 

and p'. To show that the shift operation defined in Eqs. (2.15) does not prevent 

us from carrying out the rearrangement procedure, let us compute the lepton 

tensor with two" coliinest photons using Eq. (2.28) where a second collinear 

photon, Cyrt.i , is substituted for the photon V„., . In the first term on the r.h.s 

of this equation, H £ I J ' S evaluated at c r t ( l - H J , *- - 2. and thus for p* and p' 

given in Eq. (2.19) where fc— •£-' — Jtn -/mL(i-rrm) . We can use on-shell Ward 

identities for photon (n - 1) and then effect the shift operation implied by the b 

functions in Eqs. (2.1*). Using Eq. (2.27), we obtain : 
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(2.32) 
After reducing similarly K ^ . j in the second term of the r.h.s. of Eq. (2.28) 
we obtain : 

%c:aA f*, ̂ K ; #*,..• iu, a, y o + 
ofÂV) 

V " *z 

4 

' /n't 
/m. -fe! 

<A% 
Cfc.f 

(2.33a) 

(2.33b) 
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We see that we can reduce photons &, . . . . ft- into colhnear and oblique 

contributions by i terat ion and that no problems arise since the dif ferent X ^ 

commute. Using Eq. (2.30), we can red'jce photons n and n-1 and we get : 

(2.3«) 

Herg^we have used a convenient notation where the sJashed arguments are i n ^ 

fac t missing j they appear in tfXfi($) • Af ter reducing al l n photons we obtain : 

* " " ln.<.<-ti,..<^j..^fn. 

(2.35) 

We derive f i rst the rearrangement procedure for the function W-^ (-p-j r- • 9) 

def ined in Eq. ( 2 . f b ) . Using Eqs. (2.10), (2.31) and (2.35) we have 

l 2 ' 3 6 ) 

Owing to the symmetry of 6j%-\.) in the momenta K i J ( . . . K < t all terms of Eq. 

(2.37) wi th f ixed (n,r) give equal contributions. Since the number of such terms 

is equal to 



1* 

Eq. (2.36) becomes 

to-*.)1. 

(2.37) 

where we have used the notation 

tôr^v^v--^S^Ç^V^^"^--^a^ 
(2.38) 

Upon changing the order of the r and n summations and putting m0 — m-Kj we 
achieve exponentiation, similarly to the YFS approach 

*h.-fc>. %A %°r(e' % * v 5 W ^-M (2.39) 

Since the operator exponential is composed of translation operators, it is most 
convenient to use Fourier transforms of the first two arguments of the lepton 
tensors. In this representation we have from Eq. (2.25) 

"éii, 
(2.40) 

where z and z' are Fourier conjugate to 1 and 1' respectively. The computation 
of the k integration results in 
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•_ - <x A ( 1 . ^ ^ ( 7 ^ e." ^•*-<o)^-* /- i°3 

(2.41) 

which leads to 

- ixf i f»-) 

(2.42) 

whee Y is EuJer's constant. Since we are interested in this operator in 

momentum space, we shall use twice the fol lowing representation 

Jo °~ 

(2.43) 
which originates from the definition of Euler's ! funct ion. We obtain 

e*pjd*JI f (R) = r > r W j La^vUy'*1? 

0 J,, 

Going back to momentum space, Eq. (2.39) reads 

(2.44) 
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0» r * o 

* X - TÎ.HL^'ftÉ^A^A-W 
p i 0 - o ^ J < -

(2.45) 

Finally, upon factoring out the energy momentum Û function in every term of 

Eq. (2.45) (see Eq. (2.3D) we obtain the explicit form of the oblique expansion 

wn/^ 7)=r'cmi "*«£-" pr tlïrà<t'_ —= * 

.X _<- fTT° <Pk Xr^-^^Wlr-, K> • fc*o] * 

1 (2.46) 

The relation between the infrared cut-offs 0 .̂, f O ^ . and the photon mass 

regulator ^ has been worked out by identifying the soft and collinear energy 

spectral fucntions in the Breit frame (X.*p'~ o) . Here, we shall just quote the 

result 

^ = ( & > e 

(2.47) 

Where 

(2.48) 

The Euler dilogarithm function L Lj_ is defined by 
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-'o t 

(2."9) 

Let us note that besides the exponentiation of the infrared divergence, Eq. 

(2.46) manage to exponentiate the leading "double log" f rom the real collinear 

photon emission since, at high energy, F(r) bevaves as 

FM - __L 0* \ _ JL&iJ- _ 33- + OU^na) 
-2TL T T 6 v • , 

' (2.50) 

The f inal form of the oblique photon expansion is obtained after the cancella

t ion of the photon mass regulator between real photon emission, appearing 

expl ici tely in Eqs. (2A7) - (2.48) and virtual radiative corrections, impl ic i t in 

the lepton trace tensors. 
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B. Incorporating virtual radiative corrections. 

From YFS work, we know that both real -and virtual infrared divergences 

exponentiate and that they cancel. Thus for any genera! vertex function, the 

virtual infrared exponentiation takes the form 

r&L; KX)= TO/;Lr.,U.^wL (wo 
where i is free irom infrared divergence and F . . j contains the 

exponentiated infrared divergence. I may be computed by comparison with 

perturbation theory o^ce F . , . is known. 

An oblique photon expansion for virtual photons leading to a precise form 

for Ft^v^a^cJ^i parallel to the one we are developing in this paper for real 

photons is lacking, although this problem has been worked on by Gram mer and 
IS Yennie . Here, we shall use for F • , , . an interpolating function between 

the non-relativistic vertex function and the exponentiated infrared terms, 

derived in a previous paper which reads 

Gfva»a^=^*= r^-u/UO) Cot/u[a((B+fâ.Tc7UY/0 

(2.52) 

where is the standard infrared function defined by YFS : 

The complete expression of the B function may be read from Eq. (2.59) below. 

At high energy we have : 

£. ,^ &ooU(a8) ~ eotL (.- 2L GruA 
* - * < > 1 \ V. J 

^ (2.53) 

which is currently called a Sudakov form factor . 
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To my knowledge, the only 1 vertices known beyond tree approximation are 

the electr ic and magnetic moment vertex functions. 

(2.54) 

I. 
' 4 

(2.55) 

where \j.4 may be considered as a hard v i r t u a l photon c o r r e c t i o n . 

Any trace lepton tensor is proportionnai to the square of a F vertex 

(see Fig. 1). We can thus isolate the vir tual infrared divergences in ©. . ^ y 

defining vir tual - infrared - free trace lepton tensors 

%::a, t ;. *; K ... u , %::a. ?* m t,... UA: 
(2.56) 

Since the virtual infrared factorisation is independent of the number of 

real photons in b/^t, Eq. (2.56) also applies to the oblique trace lepton tensors. 

Combining the exponential infrared factors f rom Eq. (2.46), (2.56) and taking 

into acount Eqs. (2.47) - (2.48) we get : 

i - a / A r-,2. , - r \ A « F ( V ) 

r-Y*Â)[eV<] (L%= G*TOv 
(2.57) 

where 

_(izgù- ^ -«a/fi + i . \ IW/ -^ i< i ^ l [ U a (^0-îc/ é l 

The high energy l imi t of is quite simple and reads 

(2.58) 

(2.59) 
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which exhibits tht known cancellation of the "double log" terms between real 
and virtual radiative corrections. 

We can now write doWft the final form of the oblique photon expansion 
for the structure tensor Wf*(Atj) (compare Eq. (2.1*7) of Ref. 12 where ({Yl ! ) is 
missing) 

|V)<! 

(2.60) 
Here, from Eqs. (2.3**, and (2.56)) the oblique lepton tensors are given by : 

+... -ff-ir^i^fà)..^ifcu^r^^^) (2.61) 
Eo.Cj.rfis the fundamental equation of this paper. Relying on YFS analysis, I have 

demonstrated previously that each term of the oblique photon expansion is 
infrared finite.T he same derivation holds true here because 

in the infrared limit (CTUi, o and 0""'~> O ). 

It is straightforward to check that gauge invariance is rigorously verified term 
by term in Eq. (2.60) since 

(2.62) 

for 

(2.63) 
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where 0" and \J are the scale parameters describing collinear photon emission. 

C. Final lepton momentum integration. 

Integration over the f inal lepton momentum p' is common to al l oblique 

terms in Eq. (2.60) and involves the phase space integral 

whee x and y are defined by 

(2.61) 

x - l-cr, 8 - 1-vCf (2:62) 

and 

V = <]~Th (2.63) 

Since we are not neglecting the lepton mass, the computation of the distr ibu

tion D, which is proportional to a o function, is complicated by the dependence 

of 1 and 1' on p' through Eqs. (2.*) - (2.6) which appears as 

^V^Dfc^- f f+v) 
(2.6*) 

where 

OCzz = 2ç±£-y- 4 ~ y 4*.-*. . 

The D d i s t r i bu t i on is computed in appendix A and the resu l t reads 

(2.66) 
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The variable r may be expressed in terms of C3C— I - 3 or U~ 140" 

the ;>rms (Eqs. (A 12) and (A 13» 

) 
in 

(2.67a) 

or 

W (2.67b) 

while the momentum p1 is given by : 

(2.68) 

From now on, i t is understood that the momenta 1, l ' ,°p,"p' are to be expressed 

in terms of the momenta p, V and the scalars x and y. 

Using Eq. (2.6(f) into Eq. (2.60), the structure tensor reads 

; ^ [ a - ^ ' ) - f . V . (< r + c r ' ïV f v )VV r - + V 1 } 

(2.69) 

where the momentum V is defined in Eq. (2.S3). Let us emphasize that the 

n-oblique photon term in Eq. (2.69) is down by a factor of 5< as compared to 

the (n-1) oblique term as in standard perturbation theory. Thus the zero oblique 

term wi l l be, in general, the leading contribution to the structure functions. 

However, we shall see in section 3. that the zero-oblique photon term vanishes 

for photoproduction and we must, for small X , compute the one-oblique photon 
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3. The zero oblique photon contribution to the structure functions. 

The zero-oblique photon term represents-the leading contr ibution to the 

structure functions in the vicinity of ^ & — I . For small "3% , one may need the 

one oblique photon term in analogy with radiative corrections in deep inelastic 
12 21 scattering ' ; this computation is left for a future paper. From Eqs. (2.61) 

and (2.63) the zero-oblique photon term involves V = q and reads 

VC.W-J7 ^Ln msiLg'\:'w), 
jo)o fro'/ *( J Zf^Tj 

) e ' > f 

(3.1) 
where, in standard notat ion, 

(3.?) 

and "p and "p' are defined in Eq. (2.19). 

A. Kinematics. 

Throughout the rest of this paper, we shall use the two indépendant 

scaling variables 

'X.ç,- (Q/cV a*J ^-(wr/iy 0.3) 

In terms of these variables, Eqs. (2.6? becomes 

AT'_ 

(3 .5) 
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Here, R. is a kinematical variable which is close to I at high energy 

R, - » = fT-^^B - I _ G ^ R,\ 

Let us now compute the zero oblique lepton trace tensor. From Eqs. (2.2) (2.55} ; 

(2.57) and (2.61) we get 

(3.7) 

where - t C(i) is a small correct ion at high energy which originates from the 

magnetic moment form factor 

•v 

JIC(JC) - _&_ -g* - l » W / ^_«L LtBJ &,>J\ + 0 ^ t N ) 

and, from Eq. (2.5,0 

(3.S) 
— — A i » ' 

We have st i l l to express /,. in terms of the momenta p and q. From Eqf. (2.19) 

and (2.63) we note that 

and Eq. (3.7) becomes 

Since the 4-vector -h~tJ>- is orthogonal to Q, i t is proportional to the 4-vector 

(3.12) 
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T t + f - ^te-^sO + f-7^-*-^ (3.13) 

(3.1*) 

Indeed, from Eqs. (2.19) we get 

and using Eq. (2.67) with V = q, we arrive at : 

Using Eqs. (3.*) to (3.6) one easily derives 

1 (3.15) 
which we substitute in the second term of the r.h.s of Eq. (3.1*) to obtain 

In the last equation we have used again if defined in Eq. (2.65). We can now 
write down Eq. (3.11) in an explicitely gauge invariant form 

(3.17) 
With the notation of Eq. (3.6) the zero oblique lepton trace tensor, Eq. (3.1), 
reads ^ 

L R < J (3.18) 
To extract the zero-oblique contribution to the structure functions, we recall 
the conventional definitions 

(3.19) 
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and 

£ - XW, ; f\ = Â Wi • ( 3 # 2 ( J ) 

We note that our normalization is such that in lowest order of 

perturbation theory. Upon identification with Eq. (3.18) and (3.17) we get 

x 

where for j = 1, 2 

1 . î-

•a ' # ^ 

(3.21) 

(3.22) 

B. The ( 0" ,9" ) integration. 

We turn now to the ( <3",sr ) integration in Eq. (3.21). Owing to the o 

function in this equation, the integration is along the line segment represented 

in figure 2 whose equation is given by 

S (3.23) 

vhere f\ is defined in Eq. (3.6). This line segment intercepts the V and T ' i 

it 

(3.2») 

e5-x*R* 
(3.25) 
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while its slope is given by 

A - _ O ^ / r r ^ , - — ^•*-&&., •=. (R, - I ^ (3.26) 

Notice that both ̂ ^ and C / w a r vanish when Xp_j» 1 for f i x e d 3 and that for i ^ o 

for f ixed ^ , tf^., —> cfi> -I 

Al l variables which appear in Eq. (3.21) such as r, <T , <J and 

thus Ci A (• 'Oyj i , etc. . . are functions of any convenient parameter which charac

terizes a running point along the integration segment. For example r can be 

expressed as a function of T , Eq. (3.*) or of 0 " ' , Eq. (3.5). As a guideline for 

the numerical integration which follows, we note that in the Bjorken scaling 

l imi t 
• * . 

(3.27) 

and tT is the remaining integration variable. Here, before discussing this l im i t , 

we take advantage of the fact that the lepton mass is not neglected to present 

a general method of integrat ion. 

Af ter using the o function in Eq. (3.21) to ef fect the a" integrat ion, 

the remaining integral involves the function (tj1)' where &A($.j is small 

but depends en ~' through Eqs. (3.5) and f2.2fi). This singularity at $~'-o is 

handled numerically using the Gauss-Jacobi technique here complicated by 

the f a c t tha t the exponent tlM^-) var ies along the i n teg ra t i on l ine . For 

general 0£B and j , i t is convenient to decompose this line into two intervals 

(see Fig. 2) such that 

\J{YnS>-% 
(3.28) 

Numerically, the result is not very sensitive to the precise value of Ac 

and, in most computations, I have taken ^ c = 0.5. Corresponding to the above 

intervals, Eq. (3.21) may be wr i t ten as 



(3>29) 
Since ft ft is small, the main contribution to the first integral arises from the 
vicinity of 0" _ O while in the sf-ond integral, the main contribution arises 
from the vicinity of0"-o- We are thus lead to define (see Eqs. (3.*) and (3.5)) 

— ,- - - -J™-

and 

and, using Eq. (2.25), we note that 

(3.30) 

(3.31) 

(3.32a) 

(3.32b) 
l . Let us derive the expressions of H in terms of CTandCT to be used in the first 

and second terms of Eq. (3.29) respectively. Using the definition (2.65) and Eqs. 
(3A) and (3.5) we get 

- ^ (3.33) 
In view of using the Gauss-Jacobi technique of integrat ion, we shall 
subst i tu ter j ' ^ for a"" , f l and a"**? for a - 0 "* , and correct for the ratio. 
Using further Eqs (3.2*) and (3.25) we obtain 
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yhi^f(£-t QnC.\^ fyh) + ( «* - «*-0&» «T'0 -**)] ATj 

— .2. 
•i.ihir^i tfA£)-l 

"i 
^ , - V 3 - 3 ' 0 

which already exhibits, for _S-»0, the leading factor QtP\± Çl-^rb ) • The 

form of the integrants in Eq. (3.34) suggests the change of integration variables 

X L - d-' BV 
1+0"' 

for the f i rs t integral and 

W = ' J " 

(3.35) 

(3.36) 

for the second integral. A second change of variable is needed to rescale the 

integration interval to [-1, +1], suited for the standard Gauss-jacobi technique 

which imply 

-I 

for the first integral and 

(3.37) 

'U" = £ - 2 J Ĉ  - X) 
•"" I - C T ^ X B R , ( 3 3 g ) 

for the second integral. After some algebra, Eq. (3.3*f) can be cast in the form 
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3.- «fy 
xi 

(3.39) 

where 

o(2'= o<F^) + a(Â_ f \c)4^ .4 ,_5) / t H-oi/v h<rj/(i+d) 
(3.40) 

and 

0(2 ^^M+^ft-^^Q-Uri-xVi-^^A^^^fc y_77-^f?, 

a t i ) 
In the lasnhree equations it is understood that the variables r, u, v, Tand<T ace 
to be expressed in terms of J o r X using Eqs (3.*), (3.5) and (3.35), (3.38). The 
particular presentation of Eq. (3.39) is suited for a numerical integration using 

23 the Gauss-jacobi integration formula 

e i l , f j î a 4 i C f c r W , . ) F ( g „ *2) 

f - l t fo ) 
where 5 ^ are the roots of the Jacobi polynomial ("^ / Ç V and Cw^the 
corresponding weights, normalized according to !"/>«• f » j t h « i . 

m 

V - I (3.43) 
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In what follows, we shall discuss in some detail the zero oblique photon 

contributions to the structure functions for general 3% and f j and also lor useful 

l imi ts to make contact w i th results obtained by other approaches. 

C. Asymptotic behaviours of the structure functions. 

For 0^ not too small, the zero-oblique photon term represents the main 

contr ibut ion to the structure functions. Since this term vanishes for photopro

duction, (this is demonstrated below), the one-oblique photon term wi l l cor t r i 

bute signif iciantly for very small "X-z. • Two l imi ts are to be considered 

for "3Cg close to 1. 

i) The Bjorken scaling l im i t , ( l-~^a) Q / / P ^ / . I n this l im i t , Eqs. (3.2#) 

(3.25) show that the integration line in Fig. 2 becomes "horizontal" and 

thus X : J - C f T ^ . The main contr ibut ion to the structure functions arise f rom 

the vicinity of CT^c and appears in the f i rs t term of Eq. (3.39). Here, the 

second t e r m in this equat ion is neg l ig ib le since i t invo lves the f ac to r 

C^JV^x^) 
which is very small in the Bjorken l imi t . On account of Eq. (3.<#2), we expect, 

f r o m Eq. (3.39), tha t the s t r u c t u r e func t ions w i l l have the app rox ima te 

expressions 

GlA*. ^ a 

1- slfit^ - -â^r>4 

(3.4<f) 

( 3 . « ) 

Indeed, numerical computation of the zero oblique contr ibution to F.. and R 

as given in Eq. (3.39), using the Gauss-3acobi method of integrat ion, shows that 

the rat io F7/f7»<4 and K.fKv$- a r e ' e s s than 1% for lO^^Q^/pt1^ 10 and C f ^ ^ < 
24 

C . S 9 5 • Incidentally, we note that the Callan-Cross relation 
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F*- jXftfi. o.<»6) 
is verified to a very good approximation since it is exact for the reference 
functions in Eqs. (3.*4) and (3.45). 

The behavior of the structure functions near OCQZZ 1 in the leading-log 
9 

approximation has been studied long ago by Gribov and Uipatov in abelian 
25-27 field theory and extended later to QCD by many authors . For the valence 

28 quark component, the result is 

\J(ocA y) ^ cov>t,e/*f[ft- -*)*C?Y] ( / _ x j * 

where Q ; V^j i n QCD and 

1 .£TC}^ J£ (3.48) 

tXs ((^ J being the running strong coupling constant ; for QED, C(r— 1 and 

I 3 T l - fl« J (3.K9) 

Within the leading-log approximation, Jlj^ctfai a n c l t n e singularity for ~X^-= j is 
the same as in Eqs. (3.<t4)-(3.<»5). 

u) The ultra-soft limit ^/rr^ >> 4 and (l~X,^)Q/^ « T 1 . 

According to Eqs. (3.24) and (3.25), all points on the integration segment 
in the(<3"JcA plane (Fig. '2) are close to the origin and the emitted photons are 
necessarily soft. To get the behavior of the structure functions in this limit, it 
is convenient to go back to Eq. (3.21). Putting 

(3.50) 
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in this equation, we arrive after some simple algèbre at 

(3.51) 

Since in the limit we are considering both CT and CT_^ o we get from Eq. (3.30) 

V>> _ (3.52) 

and 

^ ^ ï - ^ - î - 1 - (a.53) 

Now the ^ integral reduces to an Euler's 6>(o('Pu <AAJ_) function and, 

neglecting 5 in comparison with 1 we get 

Here the last two factors may be read from Eqs. (2.Ç3) and (3.9). 

The main difference between this last equation and Eqs. (3.<»4) - (3.*5) lies in 

the exponent of the singularity at T<%=1. This difference may be understood by 

noting that in the(*3~j<r) plane (see Fig. 2), the ultra-soft limit involves two 

singularities at*T:0 and 0"i»o whereas in the Bjorken scaling limit, the singularity 

at l ' r O is sent to infinity. 

Let us now demonstrate that the zero-oblique photon contribution 

vanishes in the photoproduction limit, ^"a=-0. From Eq. (3.6) we note that R, = 

1 and from Eq. (3.23) we see that the integration in the ("<r'IT") plane is along 

the horizontal line 0"= -f . Using Eq. (3.5) we get in the limit Q 2 = 0 
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and Eq. (3.21) reduces to 

(3.55) 

When 0 -> o we see f rom Eq. (3.22) that 

(3.56) 

Since the coeff ic ient of Wi in the r.h.s of Eq. (3,55) is convergent we conclude 

that the zero obJique contr ibut ion to the structure functions vanishes in the 

photoproduction l im i t . 
-V 

* . Perspectives. 

Starting from the formal QED perturbation series for W ' (fa <j) in the 

one fermion loop approximation we have succeeded in deriving a rearranged 

perturbation series, the oblique photon expansion. Unlike the series we have 

started wi th , every term of this expansion is both gauge invariant and infrared 

f in i te . Moreover, this expansion has a nice physical interpretat ion : collinear 

photons are summed over to al l orders in perturbation theory while oblique or 

transverse photons are counted one at a t ime. We have computed the zero 

oblique photon term which is the leading contr ibut ion for not too small x n . For 

very small x R and in part icular for x „ = 0, we need the one oblique photon 

term whose computat ion, similar to the radiative corrections in the very deep 

inelastic regime, w i l l be worked out later. 

Within QED, the next step would be the derivation of the oblique photon 

expansion for amplitudes. The fundamental question whether bound states poles 

may arise from coll inear photons exchanges, the oblique photon terms then 

shift ing the positions and/or the residues of these poles. If the answer to this 

question is yes, then we have at hand a new method to handle bound state 

amplitudes and cross sections without the need for integral equations. In this 

context and with much opt imism, i t should be possible to wr i te down the 
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oblique photon expansion and compute the first terms which contribute to the 
electromagnetic structure tensor of positromum. 

For QCD, it is well known that the infrared structure is much more 
involved than in QED. However, since the rearrangement of the perturbation 
series rely only on Ward identities and kinematics through the spectral operator, 
it is worthwile to spend enough time to find out whether an oblique gluon 
expansion program is feasible. It may happen that quark confinement implies 
that the simplest meaningful rearrangement theorem start with bound states 
and not with quarks. Thus, a positive result for QED bound states will he a 
serious encouragement for going ahead with the oblique expansion program. 

•v 
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Computation of a phase spape integral. 

All the oblique photon contribution terms to the structure tensor involve 

the phase space integral 

where r is a function of p' through the equation 

.2 A. > ^ ' z 

(Al) 

(£2) 

S The D distribution is of course proportional to a 6 funct ion. It is convenient 

to compute the Jacobian in the f rame where the incident electron is at 

rest, 3S_ z.0 , and V along the *z axis. Eq. (AZ) reduces to 

E'~ tmU±*£ 
2.Ï. 

and 

I -2<J>. 

(A3) 

iM) 

Integration over p' and p' in Eq. ( A i ) is straightforward and leads to x y 

and we get 

H 
$[- (p*fty -+ V4 ' 

(A5) 
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where H is a function of r defined in £q. (2.6J). 

Upon changing variables from p' to r ws get 

Dff, V; OCA)*Q^ÇUvfl-Vto-H) ^ f e ^ M ï ^ Y * 

(A6) 

After using the identity 

where 5 = f + g and D ; f - g, Eq. (A6) simplifies to 

^ (A7) 

Using the second 3 function to effect the r integration we get in the 

rest frame of the incident electron 

j}(jljV; *, ])= s4_^[/mx(V.+V f)+/n.^V,.a+\i^] 
y t

 (AS) 

and 

^ = / + Ve-V, 
/met. 

(A9) 

or, alternatively 

(A10) 

The covariant expressions of the last three equations read 

f 
(All) 
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*- i - (ï(\..vr-im*\F - f v) 
iri^-x. 

<A12) 

We note also that the final electron momentum is given by 

(A 13) 

(Al«). 

"V 
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Figure captions. 

Fig. 1 An example of a graph wh ich c o m r i b u t e s to the lep ton t race 

tensor ^zyy (^-AL -K, FU- Here real photon 1 is emi t ted by the p leg and 

absorbed by the p' leg while real photon 2 is emit ted by the p leg and 

absorbed by the p leg. Some of the virtual photon radiative corrections 

are also shown. 

F ig. 2 Integration segment in the ( 0~',q" ) plane. Note that the slope of this 

segment is proportional to 'S — pnyzy1 • 

• v 
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